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2 AÏKU SOFT
  design Jean Marie Massaud

FLOW CHAIR COLOR
10  design Jean Marie Massaud

YALE X
14  design Jean Marie Massaud

YALE BED
24  design Jean Marie Massaud
AÍKU SOFT CHAIR
4-LEGGED TAPERED BASE
— BLACK CHROME PLATED BASE
— NICKEL CHROME BASE
— PINK CHROME BASE
— GOLD CHROME BASE
TENZO MATERIAL
TABLE

AKU SOFT CHAIR
MATT GRAPHITE GREY BASE

AKU SOFT CHAIR
PINK CHROME BASE
AXY COMFORT EXTENSION TABLE
FLOW CHAIR COLOR: POWDER PINK SHELL; 4-LEGGED OAK BASE; WITH CENTRAL LEG
VALE · X
3 SEATER SOFA
LOW BACKREST

DETAIL:
THE FRAME IS PAINTED
MATT STONE GREY...
YALE X
ARMCHAIR

DETAIL:
THE FRAME IS PAINTED
MATT ANTHRACITE
GREY.
YALE X
SISISTRA SOFA
DEEP VERSION
HIGH BACKREST

THE FRAME IS PAINTED
MATT ANTHRACITE GREY

YALE X
SISISTRA SOFA
DEEP VERSION
HIGH BACKREST

SAG
POUF
FLOW
LOW TABLE
YALE X
HIGH BACKREST
YALE BED
HIGH HEADBOARDS

BED NOMINAL SIZE
D180 L200

SAG POUF

YALE LOW TABLE
YALE BED
HIGH HEADBOARDS
—
ANTHRACITE GREY
CONTRASTING SEAM
—
LINK 2
BENCH
FLOW
LOW TABLE
—
FUJI
POUF
YALE BED
LOW HEADBOARDS
BED NOMINAL SIZE
D180 L200
—
SAG POUF
—
YALE LOW TABLE

YALE BED
LOW HEADBOARDS
BED NOMINAL SIZE
D180 L200
—
SAG POUF
—
YALE LOW TABLE